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Abstract
Although person re-identification (ReID) has achieved
significant improvement recently by enforcing part align-
ment, it is still a challenging task when it comes to distin-
guishing visually similar identities or identifying occluded
person. In these scenarios, magnifying details in each part
features and selectively fusing them together may provide a
feasible solution. In this paper, we propose MagnifierNet, a
novel network which accurately mines details for each se-
mantic region and selectively fuse all semantic feature rep-
resentations. Apart from conventional global branch, our
proposed network is composed of a Semantic Regulariza-
tion Branch (SRB) as learning regularizer and a Seman-
tic Fusion Branch (SFB) towards selectively semantic fu-
sion. The SRB learns with limited number of semantic re-
gions randomly sampled in each batch, which forces the
network to learn detailed representation for each semantic
region, and the SFB selectively fuses semantic region infor-
mation in a sequential manner, focusing on beneficial infor-
mation while neglecting irrelevant features or noises. In ad-
dition, we introduce a novel loss function “Semantic Diver-
sity Loss” (SD Loss) to facilitate feature diversity and im-
proves regularization among all semantic regions. State-of-
the-art performance has been achieved on multiple datasets
by large margins. Notably, we improve SOTA on CUHK03-
Labeled Dataset by 12.6% in mAP and 8.9% in Rank-1.
We also outperform existing works on CUHK03-Detected
Dataset by 13.2% in mAP and 7.8% in Rank-1 respectively,
which demonstrates the effectiveness of our method.
1. Introduction
Person Re-IDentification (ReID) has attracted significant
attention for its critical role in video surveillance and public
security. Specifically, given a query image, the ReID sys-
∗Equal contribution. This work is done when Yushi Lan and Yuan Liu
are interns at Sensetime Group Limited
tem amounts to retrieve all the images of the same identity
according to their semantic similarity from a large gallery,
typically captured by distinctively different cameras from
various viewpoints.
Figure 1. Negative pairs with minor differences zoomed in by
magnifier. The left pair has similar global representation but dis-
tinctive glasses; the right pair is hard to distinguish except for shirt
texture and white bag. Our proposed network is able to discover
tiny differences of semantic regions.
Although advancement has been witnessed thanks to the
advent of large scale datasets as well as improved deep fea-
ture extraction methods [7, 11], there are still some chal-
lenging issues waiting to be solved. ReID task is often chal-
lenged by huge human pose variation, body occlusion and
the body part misalignment problem under different cam-
era views. Many algorithms have been proposed to tackle
these problems via methods including attention mechanism
[26, 51], body feature cropping [50, 36] and human parsing
[23] to align person body among images and improve accu-
racy. However, as most of the previous approaches mainly
focus on enhancing person feature alignment, how to accu-
rately mine the fine-grained details in each semantic region
and filter out the irrelevant noise from an input image still
remain unaddressed. As shown in Figure 1, some identities
only share minor differences in certain semantic regions.
These scenarios require the model to magnify regional de-
tails and ignore misleading noises, which pure alignment-
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Figure 2. The overall architecture of the proposed MagnifierNet. The Semantic Regularization Branch in blue explores the hidden details
in each semantic region by limiting available information for training. The Semantic Fusion Branch in red encodes beneficial features from
each semantic region sequentially while filtering out noises and irrelevant information. The SD Loss further improves diversity among all
semantic features and improve representation diversity.
based methods may fail to produce satisfying results.
To effectively address the challenges mentioned above,
we propose MagnifierNet, a novel triple-branch network
that not only extracts aligned representation but also mag-
nifies fine-grained details and selectively fuses each seman-
tic region. Apart from holistic representation provided by
conventional global branch, the Semantic Regularization
Branch (SRB) learns fine-grained representation for each
semantic region, and the Semantic Fusion Branch (SFB)
fuses each semantic feature selectively to focus only on ben-
eficial information. Meanwhile, a light-weight segmenta-
tion module is applied to impose alignment constraint on
the feature map and provide segmentation masks during in-
ference. In this way, our model is able to distinguish sim-
ilar identities, recognize occluded samples with semantic
details, as well as avoiding negative influence from noises.
As high-level features have overlapping receptive fields,
different semantic representations tend to contain redundant
information. Hence, we propose a novel Semantic Diversity
Loss (SD Loss) to improve diversity among them, which
has further enhanced the network performance as shown in
our experiments.
Our main contribution can be summarized as follows: (1)
We propose a novel Semantic Regularization Branch that
magnifies fine-grained details in each semantic region. (2)
We design a novel Semantic Fusion Branch which selec-
tively fuses semantic information sequentially, focusing on
beneficial features while filtering out noises. (3) We fur-
ther improve semantic-level region diversity by introducing
a novel Semantic Diversity Loss. The proposed Magnifier-
Net achieves state-of-the-art performance on three bench-
mark datasets including Market-1501, DukeMTMC-reID
and CUHK03-NP.
2. Related Work
2.1. ReID and Part Based Methods
Person ReID task aims to retrieve target images belong-
ing to the same person based on their similarity. In terms
of feature representation, the great success of deep con-
volution networks has pushed ReID benchmarks to a new
level [36, 56, 4, 51]. Recently, researchers have inten-
sively focused on extracting local person features to en-
force part alignment and feature representation capability.
For instance, Zhao et al. [50] proposed a body region pro-
posal network which utilized human landmark information
to compute relative aligned part representation. Zhao et
al. [51] shared similar idea, but with feature representation
generated from K part detectors. Sun et al.[36] proposed a
Part-based Convolution Baseline (PCB) network which fo-
cuses on the consistency of uniform partition part-level fea-
ture with refined stripe pooling. Based on PCB, Multiple
Granularity Network (MGN) [38] and Coarse-to-Fine Pyra-
midal Model(Pyramid) [52] explored multi-branch network
to learn feature of different granularity, which attempted to
incorporate global and local information. However, their
methods result in complicated structure and increasing pa-
rameters, and also lacks the ability to represent accurate
human regions. In comparison, our approach aggregates
multi-granularity feature in a more efficient way, resulting
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Figure 3. Visualization of feature map activation with different network components.
in smaller network size and better performance.
2.2. Semantic Assistance for ReID
Considering the highly structured composition of human
body, more and more researchers aim to push the margin
of ReID task via addressing distinguishing useful semantic
information. The development of human parsing methods
[15, 23], pose estimation[43, 2, 45] and person semantic
attributes[40, 29] facilitate the use of human semantic infor-
mation as external cues to promote the performance of ReID
task. Xu et al.[45] resort to the assistance of predicted key-
points confidence map to extract aligned human parts repre-
sentation. Similarly, Huang et al.[21] proposed part-aligned
pooling based on delimited regions which shows signifi-
cant improvement in cross-domain ReID task. Kalayel et
al. [23] adopts predefined body regions as supervision to
drive the model to learn alignment representation in an au-
tomatic way. In [27], Lin et al. argued human attributes to
be helpful information in ReID task. He has also provided
the attribute annotation for two ReID datasets Market-1501
[53] and DukeMTMC-reID [35]. However, these methods
treat each semantic region equally and did not further ex-
plore the details in each region.
2.3. Metric Learning for ReID
With the advent of large datasets and adoption of deeper
convolution networks, person ReID task has gradually
evolved from a classification problem to a metric learning
problem, which aims to find robust feature representation
for input images in order to retrieve target images based on
their semantic similarity. For this purpose, recent works in
metric learning have paid intensive attention to loss func-
tion design, such as triplet loss [12], lifted structure loss
[32], center loss [41], triplet loss [7] and margin-based
loss [28, 39, 10], etc. Apart from loss functions, Cheng
et al. [8] proposed a hard triplet mining strategy to im-
prove metric embedding performance in ReID. Margin sam-
pling mining [44] and distance weighted sampling [42] also
showed nontrivial advantage in person retrieval task. Re-
cently, Dai et al. [9] introduced Batch DropBlock Network
(BDB) which utilized batch-hard triplet mining and feature
dropping branch. Nevertheless, the above-mentioned ap-
proaches mostly focus on image-level feature refinement,
where our proposed SD Loss fine-tunes features at intra-
sample level among semantic regions.
3. The Proposed Method
In this section, we first elaborate on the overall structure
of our proposed MagnifierNet, then introduce each network
components in details. As shown in Figure 2, Magnifier-
Net consists of three main branches, namely the Semantic
Regularization Branch (SRB), the Semantic Fusion Branch
(SFB) and the Global Branch. A segmentation module with
an optional attribute facilitator has been deployed to obtain
semantic representation. We adopt ResNet-50 [17] as our
backbone feature extractor, both SRB and SFB are con-
nected to ResNet stage 3’s output to maintain more spatial
information with an additional ResNet bottleneck block de-
ployed as in [9]. For fair comparison with recent works
[9, 39], we remove the final down-sampling layer in stage
4. The feature embeddings from all branches are concate-
nated as the final person representation during inference.
3.1. Semantic Aligned Pooling
The previous state-of-the-art network[23] demonstrates
the effectiveness of human semantic parsing due to its pixel-
level accuracy and robustness to pose variation. Moti-
vated by this, we propose Semantic Aligned Pooling, which
applies fine-grained regional pooling to aggregate pixel-
wise representations belonging to the same human semantic
landmark. We illustrate how to compute our proposed ap-
proach in the following section.
To obtain semantic aligned representation, suppose each
semantic label L from the human segmentation model con-
tains S+1 different regions, we denote them asR1,R2,...,RS
for each human semantic region andRbg for background re-
gion. During training, given an input image I, we feed it into
our backbone network [17] for feature extraction to obtain
feature map F with shape C × H ×W, where H and W are
the height and width of the feature map and C is the num-
ber of channels respectively. After rescaling L into the same
size as F using bilinear interpolation, the aligned semantic
region can be represented by:
XIDs = Rs  F (1)
where XIDs denotes the aligned binary representation of
the sth semantic region and Rs is the binary value of se-
mantic region Rs respectively. Therefore, the aligned ID
feature can be represented as follows,
XID =
∑
s⊂S
XIDs (2)
where S is the group of predefined semantic region(s)
belonging to the same identity. Max pooling is then applied
on the semantic aligned identity representation XID to get
the most discriminative feature of each semantic region.
3.2. Semantic Regularization Branch
Though the features have been aligned via Semantic
Aligned Pooling, we argue that detailed feature representa-
tions haven’t been captured in all semantic regions. Further
magnification of semantic details is necessary to maintain
robust model performance, especially in crowded venues
where the identities are usually partially visible. To address
this issue, we propose Semantic Regularization Branch
(SRB) to drive the network to learn discriminative repre-
sentation for each semantic region. Hence, identity with
limited visible semantic regions can be better retrieved.
Regularization With Partial Semantic Learning. As
illustrated in Figure 2, we sample a semantic region group
Sˆ made up of aligned semantic regions XIDs formulated in
Equation 1. Besides, the background category Rbg is also
utilized in our network to maintain useful information and
augment original representation. Therefore, the feature map
of an partially visible identity can be represented by
XIDoccluded =
∑
i⊂Sˆ
XIDs (3)
where Sˆ ⊂ S and XIDoccluded is the representation of
an identity when only portion of his/her semantic regions
are visible. Besides, the sampled semantic regions should
maintain sufficient yet dynamic cues to represent correct
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Figure 4. Top 1 search results with Baseline and Baseline + SRB.
identity to drive the network to learn fine-grained repre-
sentation for all semantic regions. Therefore, we manually
split the aligned semantic regions into upper torso regions
Utorso {head, upper arm, lower arm, chest} and lower torso
regions Ltorso {upper leg, lower leg, foot}. Therefore,
XIDOccluded contains Nupper upper torso semantic regions
and Nlower lower torso regions respectively.
As Utorso and Ltorso are dynamically sampled in each
batch, limited number of semantic regions are sampled to
represent an identity. Hence, the network is regularized to
capture fine-grained details in each semantic region instead
of relying on certain region(s). In this way, the model can
learn more detailed and attentive representation on viable
semantic regions as shown in Figure 4. We argue the su-
periority of our approach compared to BDB network [9] as
we extract aligned semantic regions for each identity in each
batch and drive the network to magnify discriminative fea-
ture for visible parts, which can naturally alleviate occlusion
problem. The influence of different combination of Nupper
and Nlower is further studied in Table 3.
3.3. Semantic Fusion Branch
In order to yield correct predictions even in cases of sim-
ilar identities or noisy backgrounds, the model is supposed
to focus more on informative semantic regions instead of
equally considering noisy parts with misleading informa-
tion.
To address this problem, we propose the Semantic Fu-
sion Branch (SFB) to selectively fuse all semantic re-
gions together, focusing on informative features while fil-
tering out noises. Specifically, we firstly perform Semantic
Aligned Pooling in Equation 2 for all semantic regions in-
cluding background to obtain their aligned features. The
gating mechanism of LSTM[14] is able to estimate the im-
portance of a given semantic feature conditioned by itself
and other encoded features. Hence, it is natural to apply
LSTM to encode these semantic features sequentially to fo-
cus more on relevant information.
Figure 5. Feature activation of “ablation branch” (left) and SFB
(right).
We feed the semantic features sequentially into a one-
layer LSTM cell, and adopt the last LSTM output as the
semantic fusion of the input image. To compute the loss,
we adopt the “BNNeck” method proposed by [31] to jointly
minimize cross-entropy loss and triplet loss with the encod-
ing. In addition, we apply ReID supervision for each se-
mantic feature to stabilize the training process, but the sep-
arate features are not utilised during inference.
It is notable that the SFB and SRB shares the same back-
bone features and segmentation masks. Hence, SFB bene-
fits significantly from SRB’s semantic detail magnification
process. As the feature representation under each semantic
mask grows more informative, the SFB is able to accurately
capture these information and selectively fuses them into a
better feature embedding.
3.4. Semantic Feature Diversification
As the Semantic Aligned Pooling is done at high level
feature maps, features under different semantic masks
might share overlapping information due to large receptive
fields, which reduces the network’s capability to capture de-
tails from different semantic regions. To improve diversity
among semantic representation, we propose a novel Seman-
tic Diversity Loss (SD Loss) to remove redundancy among
region features.
For a pair of semantic regions, we aim to diversify them
by increasing their distance in the feature space. Specifi-
cally, we minimize the pair-wise cosine similarity among
all semantic features as shown in Equation 4.
LSD =
1
N
(
M
2
) N∑
k=1
M∑
j=1
M∑
i=j
(Fi)
TFj
max(‖Fi‖ × ‖Fj‖, ) (4)
where Fi and Fj are a pair of semantic region feature vec-
tors, N is batch size, M is the number of semantic regions, T
is matrix transpose, ‖‖ is vector magnitude and  is a small
positive value used to avoid division by zero.
As SFB generates individual semantic features via Se-
mantic Aligned Pooling, we embed the SD Loss into SFB
and calculate the loss on these pooled semantic features.
Notably, as SFB and SRB share the same backbone lay-
ers and segmentation masks, minimizing SD Loss in SFB
forces the backbone to extract diverse features which sup-
ports SRB to further magnify semantic details. The overall
loss function of the network is shown in Equation 5, which
is shared by all the network branches.
LTotal = LCE + LTriplet + γLSD + λLSeg, (5)
where the first two terms optimize all branches, LSD diver-
sifies semantic features andLseg distills segmentation infor-
mation which is used during inference. Weight coefficients
γ and λ balance the importance of semantic diversification
and segmentation respectively.
3.5. Optional Attribute Facilitator
Although most segmentation predictions are generally
accurate, there might be corner cases where high quality
segmentation masks haven’t been generated. Meanwhile,
attributes may provide complementary latent information
weakly exploited in human semantic regions. Therefore,
we design an optional attribute facilitator to compensate the
affected masks in SFB and provide extra important cues.
Provided the annotated or externally predicted attributes,
we group them into head region, upper body region, lower
body region and general attributes. We learn an attribute ac-
tivation mask for head, upper and lower region with a 1×1
convolution, a Sigmoid activation and a fully-connected
classifier as proposed in [29]. These activation masks are
then added to the semantic masks element-wisely. Head se-
mantic mask will share the head attribute activation, upper
body semantic masks will share the upper body attribute ac-
tivation and lower body semantic masks will share the lower
body attribute activation.
Note that this is merely an optional module and we did
not apply it to CUHK03-NP dataset for lack of attributes
annotation, but we still achieved distinctive result which
shows the advantage and robustness of MagnifierNet.
CUHK03-Labeled CUHK03-Detected DukeMTMC-reID Market1501
Method Publication Rank-1 mAP Rank-1 mAP Rank-1 mAP Rank-1 mAP
MGN[38] ACM 2018 68.0 67.4 66.8 66.0 88.7 78.4 95.7 86.9
Local-CNN[46] ACM 2018 58.7 53.8 56.8 51.6 82.2 66.0 95.9 87.4
PCB[36] ECCV 2018 - - 63.7 57.5 83.3 69.2 93.8 81.6
DG-Net[55] CVPR 2019 - - 65.6 61.1 86.6 74.8 94.8 86.0
DSA[49] CVPR 2019 78.9 75.2 78.2 73.1 86.2 74.3 95.7 87.6
CAMA[47] CVPR 2019 70.1 66.5 66.6 64.2 85.8 72.9 94.7 84.5
AA-Net[37] CVPR 2019 - - - - 87.7 74.3 93.9 83.4
IANet[20] CVPR 2019 - - - - 87.1 73.4 94.4 83.1
CASN[54] CVPR 2019 73.7 68.0 71.5 64.4 87.7 73.7 94.4 82.8
Pyramid[52] CVPR 2019 78.9 76.9 78.9 74.8 89.0 79.0 95.7 88.2
MHN[3] ICCV 2019 77.2 72.4 71.7 65.4 89.1 77.2 95.1 85.0
P 2-Net[16] ICCV 2019 78.3 73.6 74.9 68.9 86.5 73.1 95.2 85.6
BDB[9] ICCV 2019 79.4 76.7 76.4 73.5 89.0 76.0 95.3 86.7
OS-Net[58] ICCV 2019 - - 72.3 67.8 88.6 73.5 94.8 84.9
BAT-Net[13] ICCV 2019 78.6 76.1 76.2 73.2 87.7 77.3 95.1 87.4
ABD-Net[6] ICCV 2019 - - - - 89.0 78.6 95.6 88.3
FPR[18] ICCV 2019 - - 76.1 72.3 88.6 78.4 95.4 86.6
SCAL[5] ICCV 2019 74.8 72.3 71.1 68.6 89.0 79.6 95.8 89.3
CAR[59] ICCV 2019 - - - - 86.3 73.1 96.1 84.7
AlignedRe-ID[48]* Arxiv 2017 - - - - - - 94.4 90.7
MGN[38]* ACM 2018 - - - - - - 96.6 94.2
TriNet[19]* CVPR 2019 - - - - - - 86.6 81.1
AA-Net* CVPR 2019 - - - - 90.4 86.9 95.1 92.4
SPT[30]* ICCV 2019 - - - - 88.3 83.3 93.5 90.6
MagnifierNet (Ours) - 82.6 79.9 80.4 77.3 90.0 81.1 95.8 89.7
MagnifierNet (Ours)* - 87.8 89.3 86.7 88.0 91.8 90.6 96.5 95.1
Table 1. Comparison with other State-Of-the-Art methods. Re-ranking [57, 34] is applied for method with “*”. Top performances on each
dataset with and without re-ranking are in bold.
4. Experiments
4.1. Dataset
Market1501 dataset contains 32,688 images of 1,501
identities captured by 6 cameras. The training set contains
751 identities with 12,936 images, the testing set contains
750 identities with 3,368 query images and 15,913 gallery
images.
CUHK03−NP dataset contains two sub-sets,
namely labeled set and detected set according to data
generation method. The labeled set contains 14,096 images
and detected set contains 14,097 images. We adopt the new
train / test split protocol proposed by [25], which contains
767 identities for training and 700 identities for testing.
The detected dataset contains 7,365 training images, 5,332
gallery images, and 1,400 query images. The labeled
dataset contains 7,368 training images, 5,328 gallery, and
1,400 query images.
DukeMTMC− reID contains 1,812 identities with
36,411 images captured by eight cameras. 408 identities
appear in only one camera and are commonly treated as
distractors. The rest 1,404 identities are divided, in which
702 identities with 16,522 images are used for training and
other 702 identities are merged with the distractors to form
the testing set. There are 2,228 query images and 17,661
gallery images in the testing set.
4.2. Implementation Details
During training and testing, the images are resized to
384 × 192. We adopt Adam [24] optimizer with an ini-
tial learning rate of 0.00035. Training procedure is di-
vided into two stages, we firstly train the model near con-
vergence without SD Loss for N1 epochs, we then add
in the loss and fine-tune the model until convergence for
another N2 epochs. The training epochs and loss weight
coefficient values for each dataset are elaborated in Table
2. We apply learning rate decay of 0.1 at both 40 and 70
epochs for Market1501/DukeMTMC-reID and 40 epochs
for CUHK03-NP.
We apply the recently published segmentation architec-
Dataset N1 N2 γ λ
CUHK03-Labeled 560 40 0.01 2
CUHK03-Detected 560 40 0.002 2
Market1501 460 40 0.001 2
DukeMTMC-reID 460 40 0.05 0.5
Table 2. Training configurations on each dataset.
ture DANet[22] to predict the semantic human regions for
all training images in three benchmarks before training.
Semantic labels are transformed from the Densepose [1]
dataset as utilized in [21].
All of our implementations are based on PyTorch frame-
work [33]. We apply the commonly adopted data augmen-
tation techniques including flipping, cropping and erasing
[citation] during training. Same as the Strong Baseline [31],
label smoothing and warm-ups are also applied to facili-
tate the network training. During training, the segmentation
masks generated by the pre-trained segmentation model are
applied for SRB and SFB. During testing, the model pre-
dicts its own segmentation masks for the two branches.
Market1501 DukeMTMC-reID
Nupper Nlower Rank-1 Nupper Nlower Rank-1
1 1 95.0 1 1 89.0
2 2 95.7 2 2 89.2
3 3 95.3 3 3 89.0
All 95.4 All 88.9
CUHK03-Labeled CUHK03-Detected
Nupper Nlower Rank-1 Nupper Nlower Rank-1
1 1 80.6 1 1 77.8
2 2 82.6 2 2 78.6
3 3 82.4 3 3 78.9
All 81.6 All 78.3
Table 3. Effect of different number of selected semantic regions.
4.3. Comparison with other State-of-the-Arts
We compare our method against 19 latest State-of-the-
Art methods and present the results in Table 1 with the
widely adopted “Rank 1” and “mAP” as our evaluation
criterion. Our method achieves the best results on all the
datasets except for Rank-1 on Market1501. Notably, our
method outperforms other networks by a large margin on
the small and challenging dataset CUHK03-NP with rel-
atively heavy viewpoint limitation and occlusion. Further
more, the MagnifierNet outperforms part-alignment related
methods including BDB and P 2-Net, which validates the
effectiveness of our method to go beyond alignment and
further improve Re-ID performance via semantic regular-
ization and fusion.
4.4. Ablation Study
We have carried out extensive ablation studies to validate
the effectiveness of each module in MagnifierNet, which
will be covered in the following sections.
4.4.1 Improvement from each Network Component
We take the Global Branch (G) as the baseline, and add
network components one by one onto the baseline. The
performance improvements from each components are pre-
sented in Table 4. It is shown that SRB and SFB are able
to boost the performance both individually and simultane-
ously to a large margin. Although the semantic distillation
task (SEG) does not improve performance over the baseline
on CUHK03-Detected, the advantages outweigh the draw-
backs as it is the foundation of SRB and SFB. The proposed
SD Loss is able to attain further gain on all datasets, which
validates its effectiveness across different domain. On a side
note, the attribute facilitator (A) is an optional module and
the results show that our method can already achieve com-
petitive results without it. Hence, its utilization can be con-
sidered base on the real-world application scenario.
In addition, to further elaborate the benefit of each com-
ponent qualitatively, we visualize the feature map activation
after ResNet block 3 of some randomly selected images us-
ing different settings in Table 4. As shown in Figure 3, the
Global baseline alone can only capture a coarse representa-
tion of the image. Both SRB and SFB are able to signifi-
cantly improve model’s activation on each semantic region,
while SRB tends to highlight every region and SFB tends to
selectively focus on certain semantic parts. When applying
SRB and SFB simultaneously, their individual advantages
complement each other which yields a joint-representation
that selectively highlights hidden details in each informative
regions.
4.4.2 Effect of Semantic Regularization
We visualize the top 1 querying results between Global
baseline and Baseline + SRB for two probe images in Fig-
ure 4. As shown in the feature activations, SRB can sig-
nificantly improve model’s sensitivity on semantic details.
For the first query on top, SRB model magnifies the top
1 gallery image’s upper body and foot region for compari-
son. For the second query at the bottom, SRB model cap-
tures its top 1’s collar and back region when retrieving.
However, the baseline method produces incorrect results on
these cases due to inability to highlight critical details as
shown in its coarse activation maps.
In addition, we also analyze different sampling strate-
gies for the partial semantic representation. Specifically,
we train MagnifierNet with different Nupper and Nlower in
SRB. Based on the results in Table 3, improvement is guar-
Components CUHK03-Labeled CUHK03-Detected DukeMTMC-reID Market1501
G SEG SRB SFB A SD Rank1 mAP Rank1 mAP Rank1 mAP Rank1 mAP
3 73.0 70.0 70.2 67.3 88.6 77.9 94.7 86.8
3 3 73.0↑ 71.0↑ 68.9↓ 66.7↓ 89.1↑ 78.9↑ 94.9↑ 86.6↓
3 3 3 78.0↑ 75.6↑ 74.6↑ 71.6↑ 89.4↑ 81.0↑ 95.0↑ 88.7↑
3 3 3 79.1↑ 77.6↑ 76.6↑ 74.4↑ 88.7↑ 79.6↑ 95.2↑ 88.4↑
3 3 3 3 82.6↑ 79.5↑ 78.6↑ 76.4↑ 89.6↑ 80.8↑ 95.3↑ 89.4↑
3 3 3 3 3 - - - - 89.2↑ 81.0↑ 95.7↑ 89.6↑
3 3 3 3 3 3 82.6↑ 79.9↑ 80.4↑ 77.3↑ 90.0↑ 81.1↑ 95.8↑ 89.7↑
Table 4. Gain from each network component.
anteed when applying partial semantic representation while
the combination 2-2 yields the best results on most datasets.
The training is done without SD Loss to highlight the im-
pact of semantic regularization itself.
4.4.3 Effect of Semantic Fusion
To validate the benefit of SFB, we replace the SFB with an
“ablation branch” (AB) and compare its performance with
MagnifierNet. To construct the ablation branch, instead of
feeding semantic features into LSTM sequentially, we di-
rectly perform a 1 × 1 convolution to reduce their dimen-
sions and concatenate them together. Note that the dimen-
sion reduction is to ensure the ablation branch has the same
output feature dimension as the SFB. We train both model
until converge without SD Loss to validate the effectiveness
of network structure alone. As shown in Table 5, the pro-
posed SFB surpasses the Ablation Branch on all datasets,
which validates its positive influence on our framework.
CUHK03-Labeled CUHK03-Detected
Method Rank-1 mAP Rank-1 mAP
AB 81.1 78.6 77.4 76.0
SFB 82.6 79.5 78.6 76.4
Market1501 DukeMTMC-reID
Method Rank-1 mAP Rank-1 mAP
AB 95.3 89.6 89.7 80.4
SFB 95.7 89.6 90.0 81.1
Table 5. Comparison between SFB and Ablation Branch (AB).
In addition, we also compare the feature activation after
the bottleneck between “SFB” and “ablation branch” qual-
itatively. As shown in Figure 5, the activation from “abla-
tion branch” is not focused and includes noisy information,
while SFB is able to filter out irrelevant features and focus
on the most beneficial information.
m
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Figure 6. Model performance with different γ and λ.
4.4.4 Coefficient of Semantic Diversify Loss and Seg-
mentation Loss
As shown earlier quantitatively, the SD Loss is able to fur-
ther improve model performance by diversifying semantic
features. However, as deep learning models are sensitive to
variation in feature distribution, the optimal SD loss coeffi-
cient γ needs to be determined empirically. We present the
mAP score for the challenging CUHK03-Detected dataset
with different γ in Figure 6 (left), where the SD Loss can
steadily benefit the model to show its effectiveness.
We also investigate the impact of different segmentation
loss weight λ. We present the mAP score with different λ
values on CUHK03-Detected in Figure 6 (right), where all
results surpass other state-of-the-arts that validate our se-
mantic segmentation module’s robustness. Note that these
results are without SD Loss to study the impact of λ alone.
5. Conclusion
In this paper, we propose a novel network MagnifierNet
that improves ReID performance beyond pure alignment.
The Semantic Regularization Branch mines the fine-grained
details in each semantic region by learning with limited se-
mantic representation, the Semantic Fusion Branch selec-
tively encodes semantic features by filtering out noises and
focusing only on beneficial information. We further im-
prove the model performance by introducing a novel Se-
mantic Diversifying Loss which promotes features diversity
among semantic regions. MagnifierNet achieves State-of-
the-Art performance on three major datasets Market1501,
DukeMTMC-reID and CUHK03, which showcases the ef-
fectiveness of our method.
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